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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most important cause of legal blindness in elderly citizens of industrialized countries \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Progression of dry AMD to the neovascular form will lead to rapid and severe loss of central vision, and the overall prevalence of advanced age-related macular degeneration is predicted to grow another 50% by the year 2020 \[[@CR4]\]. Recent developments of new therapies for neovascular AMD have led to dramatic improvements in visual outcome of patients \[[@CR2], [@CR5]\]. Modern high-quality AMD management, however, depends on accurate information about the neovascular activity. Therefore, detection and tracking of subretinal fluid caused by choroidal neovascularization (CNV) is crucial for evaluation and treatment of neovascular AMD.

In contrast to normal retina, the pathologic vessels of a CNV in neovascular AMD lack tight inter-endothelial junctions, and therefore leak \[[@CR3], [@CR6]\]. As a consequence, the surrounding retina may be thickened and serously elevated, a condition that eventually leads to visual impairment. Fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) has been the leading technique for diagnosis and follow-up of patients with neovascular MD within the last decades. FFA is used to evaluate the type of CNV and the presence of fluid leakage in neovascular AMD. However, classification of CNV by FFA shows significant intra- and inter-observer variability, and therefore it may not always be consistent enough for treatment evaluation \[[@CR7]\]. In addition, intravenous dye application is necessitated for complete FFA, which makes the investigation inherently invasive.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been suggested as an alternative, non-invasive imaging approach for neovascular AMD with relatively high intra- and inter-reader agreement \[[@CR8]\]. Even though recent advances in OCT technology have facilitated three-dimensional CNV reconstruction \[[@CR9]\], data on CNV evaluation by OCT are not directly comparable to FFA, and there may be extensive disagreement between FFA and OCT in evaluating CNV leakage \[[@CR10]\]. This is mainly because FFA and OCT evaluate essentially different aspects of neovascular AMD. FFA assesses fluid leak directly, and therefore images the functional aspect of a CNV, whereas indirect tissue effects like retinal thickening, elevation and cyst formation can be determined by OCT. Because such tissue alterations may also result from other pathological conditions in AMD, some OCT changes might not necessarily be the effect of active CNV leakage.

Confocal near-infrared fundus reflectance (NIR) is a non-invasive *en face* imaging technique capable of visualizing sub-retinal pathology \[[@CR11]\]. NIR has been used as a rapid, non-invasive technique for imaging of neovascular AMD without injecting contrast-enhancing dyes or pupil dilation \[[@CR12]\]. Recently, specific changes in NIR image contrast and reflectivity have been observed in AMD compared to healthy eyes, and NIR was found to be superior to standard color fundus photography in screening for neovascular AMD \[[@CR13]\].

Several changes of NIR may be expected in neovascular AMD due to light--tissue interactions. Even though a variety of different types of neovascular AMD have been examined by NIR in the past \[[@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR15]\], a detailed description of NIR compared to FFA as a most frequently used diagnostic technique in AMD is lacking. Our present paper aims to provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of NIR alterations and their correlation to FFA changes in different types of neovascular AMD, including assessment of lesion type and leakage.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

We performed a prospective, observational study of NIR and FFA in patients with newly diagnosed neovascular AMD who presented at our department between June 2007 and January 2008 and were willing to participate. Healthy individuals, as well as patients with non-exudative AMD, served as controls. Patients with prior treatment for AMD or questionable leakage were excluded. Our investigation was in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and local ethics committee approval was obtained.

A second-generation confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (Heidelberg Retina Angiograph 2, HRA 2, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) was used to obtain both FFA and NIR images. The field of view was 30 × 30 degrees, and two different laser sources were applied to illuminate the ocular fundus for imaging, that is an 830 nm diode laser for NIR and a solid-state 488 nm laser with a barrier filter at 500 nm for FFA. All image processing and analysis was carried out using public domain software (ImageJ, v1.41d, available at <http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij>). For statistical analysis SPSS 16.0 for Windows (SPSS inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used. The Shapiro--Wilk test was used to control quantitative data for normality. Correlations between FFA and NIR measurements were visualized by scatter plots and calculated by Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) at the 0.01 level. To compare mean region measurements of FFA and NIR, the paired samples *t*-test was applied.

All images were acquired at the high-quality mode of HRA 2, which resulted in an original size of 1536 × 1536 pixels. Since no quantitative gray-value analysis was intended, images were not standardized for any confounders of image brightness like acquisition sensitivity or pupil diameter. Images were checked for eye motion artifacts and centration errors before inclusion for analysis. In the case of instable fixation, vessels may be imaged discontinuously and fundus structures may be distorted, which might lead to false measurements. Decentered images suffer from uneven illumination and may impair segmentation due to reduced local contrast. Therefore, images with the above artifacts were excluded.

For topographic inter-image comparison, images were resized by bi-cubic interpolation. For this purpose, the distance from the temporal optic disc margin to the fovea was standardized to 500 pixels. This distance has been shown to be a highly reliable anatomic marker of 3000 microns \[[@CR16]\]. As a result, all images studied had a standardized retinal dimension of 6 microns per pixel independent of acquisition properties and refraction errors.

FFA images were classified by a highly experienced examiner (CH) into classic, minimal classic, occult or retinal angiomatous proliferation (RAP) lesions. To reduce intra-observer variability \[[@CR7]\], all FFA images were presented twice within 2 weeks in a masked, randomized fashion. Images of eyes that were not classified identically both times were rejected. Then, equally interpreted FFA's and corresponding NIR images were taken for further analysis.

As a first step, NIR images were qualitatively weighted against normal subjects and dry AMD. For this purpose, a series of age-matched eyes (ten healthy and ten dry AMD cases on FFA) were taken for comparison, and cases were presented to a single observer (TT) in a randomized and masked fashion. In this qualitative image analysis, special attention was paid to dissimilarities in NIR patterns between neovascular and dry cases.

For area measurements, segmentation was performed manually in ImageJ by polygon selection. All selections were spline fit to minimize the error of linear interpolation between individual segmentation points \[[@CR17]\]. The borders of classic CNVs or classic parts of minimal classic CNVs were segmented on early venous phase FFAs, and fluorescein leakage was measured on FFA images taken between 7 to 8 minutes after dye injection. To identify active fluorescein leakage, early venous FFA was compared to late-phase FFA of the tested eye. In NIR, a central dark core, the surrounding bright halo and a large darkened area were segmented, if identified. To reduce bias, all NIR images were first analyzed and segmented by the masked observer (TT) without knowledge of the FFA images. Subsequently, all FFA segmentation was done 1 week later on a randomly changed image sequence. Segmented areas were measured and results were statistically analyzed.

To demonstrate the feasibility for measuring therapeutic effects with NIR, we compared a series of NIR and FFA before and after application of intravitreal injection of a vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitor (bevacizumab) in an eye with a RAP lesion. Digital subtraction maps allowed objective measurements of reflectance change on NIR parallel to diminished leakage on FFA. Measurements were based on images made with dilated pupil as well as standardized camera sensitivity, laser power and camera--cornea distance.

Results {#Sec3}
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Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the NIR appearance of controls and study eyes after qualitative judgment made by one observer looking at all patients and controls in a masked and randomized order. After rejection of one eye due to intra-observer disagreement in FFA classification, and of three images because of bad NIR image quality, data analysis was based on 33 eyes (17 right and 16 left eyes) with neovascular AMD, including five eyes with classic CNV, six eyes with minimal classic CNV, 15 eyes with occult CNV and seven eyes with RAP lesions, and 20 controls (ten dry AMD and ten healthy eyes, five right and left eyes in each subgroup). Fig. 1FFA and NIR in controls and AMD cases. Illustration of early phase (*I*) and late phase (*II*) FFAs compared to NIR (*III*). In normal eyes (**a**) NIR is homogeneous with a slight foveal dip (*arrow*). In dry AMD (**b**), no central dip was visible, but drusen caused disseminated small NIR decreases (*arrows*). In exudative AMD (**c--f**), a dark halo was present around the central lesion, corresponding to late leakage on FFA. Note the dark core surrounded by a bright corona in NIR of classic CNV (**c**) and the classic part of minimal classic CNV (**d**). The dark halo corresponding to intraretinal fluid in **c** contains a brighter, halo-like area of "normal" NIR, comparable to the surrounding fundus. This is probable due to fluid separation within the retina around the lesion. Occult lesions (**e**) revealed poorly demarcated speckled areas of increased NIR (*arrows*). The intraretinal vascular complex in RAP (**f**) appeared as small, focal NIR increase. The area of leakage on FFA is smaller than the dark halo on NIR (*arrows*). The plaque of high NIR under the leakage zone corresponds to a clinically visible choroidal nevus. Images were contrast enhanced for improved feature visibility

In normal eyes (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), NIR appeared homogenously dispersed over the posterior pole, with a slight decrease of reflectivity at the fovea. Some discrete, plaque-like increase of the NIR signal could infrequently be observed at the posterior pole. In contrast, eyes with dry AMD did not show a foveal NIR decline, and drusen appeared as disseminated, spotted NIR signal decreases (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). As in healthy controls, large areas of NIR reduction were missing.

All neovascular lesions (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c-f) showed a dark halo around the center of the angiographically visible lesion. This darkened area was largely identical with the leakage zone on FFA. In all cases of classic CNV and minimal classic CNV, a lesion with a dark core bordered by a highly reflecting ring was visible and collocated to the classic CNV part on FFA (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c,d). However, the reflectivity of the bright halo could be partially reduced in the minimal classic CNV cases. The occult parts of minimal classic CNV cases, as well as occult CNV lesions without detachment of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), appeared as jagged areas of scattered NIR increase, without definite borders to the surrounding fundus (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d,e). In cases of RPE detachment, a sharp bordered, oval structure was observed, which showed slightly increased NIR towards its relatively ill-defined boundaries. In RAP lesions, the intraretinal vascular complex appeared to cause a speckled focal increase of NIR (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}f); however, this reflectance could not easily be separated from the NIR changes by a co-existing occult CNV, if present.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} specifies detailed results on NIR and FFA measurements of the study eyes with the linear regressions shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. On NIR, precise segmentation of occult lesions, RAP and RPE detachments was not possible in most cases, and therefore, quantitative analysis was restricted to leakage areas in these patients. Table 1Area measurements in exudative AMDFFA classificationCNV size \[FFA\] (95% CI)\*DC \[NIR\] (95% CI)\**P*^†^DCC \[NIR\] (95% CI)\**P*^†^Leakage \[FFA\] (95% CI)\*DH \[NIR\] (95% CI)\**P*^†^CL0.87 (0.02--1.71)0.61 (0.09--1.14)0.11 (0.25)1.10 (0.34--1.85)0.001 (--0.23)4.88 (3.60--6.16)5.28 (4.24--6.33)0.51 (--0.41)MC0.86 (0.46--1.26)0.38 (0.26--0.50)0.004 (0.49)0.90 (0.62--1.17)0.82 (−0.03)10.22 (6.12--14.32)10.68 (7.37--13.99)0.51 (−0.46)OCNANANANANA12.78 (11.06--14.51)14.00 (12.12--15.88)\< 0.0005 (−1.22)RAPNANANANANA4.25 (3.43--5.06)7.75 (6.34--9.17)\< 0.0005 (−3.50)\* = means of areas (mm²) are presented together with their 95% confidence intervals; † = *p*-values (and magnitude) of paired differences between NIR imaging and FFA;CL = classic lesion; DC = dark core measured without bright corona; DCC = dark core measured with bright corona; DH = dark halo around lesion; MC = minimal classic lesion; NA = not applicable; OC = occult lesion; RAP = retinal angiomatous proliferationFig. 2Linear regression curves of CNV and leakage areas on FFA and NIR images. Illustration of lesion areas measured on FFA as compared to NIR. Panels **a** and **b** show data on the measures of classic neovascular membranes only without the corresponding leakage zones. There is good correlation between NIR and FFA when the size of the central dark core is compared to FFA lesion size (**a**). However, the correlation between FFA and NIR improves when the bright corona on NIR is added to the area measurements (**b**). In all cases, high correlation was observed between leakage area on FFA and the dark halo on NIR surrounding the lesion (**c**)

All quantitative results were normally distributed and analyzed by the paired-samples *t*-test. In general, NIR tended to underestimate CNV size when only the dark lesion core was compared to FFA. This was statistically significant only for minimal classic lesion parts (*p* = 0.004). On the other hand, CNV assessment by NIR resulted in significant overestimation as compared to FFA when the bright halo was included in classic lesions (*p* = 0.001). Leakage zones on FFA tended to be smaller than the darkened perilesional halo on NIR in all CNV types; however, this was only statistically significant in occult lesions and RAP (*p* \< 0.005 in both groups). There was strong correlation between the areas of angiographically visible classic CNV and the classic part of minimal classic CNV lesions on the one hand and the dark core lesions surrounded by bright halos evident on NIR (*r*^2^ = 0.62; *p* = 0.007) on the other. The correlation appeared to be even better if the bright rings were included into the measurements (*r*^2^ = 0.88; *p* \< 0.0005). High correlation was observed between the large, darkened areas surrounding the neovascular lesions in NIR if weighted against the zones of late leakage on FFA (*r*^2^ = 0.93; *p* \< 0.0005). Digital subtraction analysis of NIR images if a RAP lesion before and after bevacizumab treatment showed reflectance elevation on NIR parallel to leakage decrease in FFA (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 3Follow-up during intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy of a RAP lesion. The left image faction shows early- (*left column*) and late-phase FFA (*middle column*) as well as NIR (*right column*) before (**a--c**) and after three (**d--f**) and six (**g--i**) intravitreal applications of bevacizumab. Late leakage on FFA becomes markedly reduced (**b,e,h**) while the initial dark halo on NIR disappears (**c,f,i**) during treatment. Digital subtraction analysis of the standardized NIR images illustrates the increase of NIR around the RAP lesion after the first treatment series (**j**, *yellow-red spots*). Some foci of extreme NIR elevation, which appear as lipid exudates on funduscopy (**l--m**), disappear in the due course (**k**, *blue spots*). Images were contrast-enhanced for improved visualization
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The ocular fundus includes a variety of absorbing, reflecting and scattering structures, which contribute to NIR and may vary considerably between individuals \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. In contrast to visible wavelength illumination, fundus reflectance may be up to ten times higher in the near infrared, and is then largely independent of melanin content, which advances the visibility of deep fundus structures \[[@CR11], [@CR20]\]. In our study, NIR images of patients with neovascular AMD were analyzed and compared to lesion features on FFA.

A characteristic of neovascular membranes in AMD is intra- and subretinal fluid leak from the CNV vessels, which may be observed as fluorescein extravasation on FFA. In our present study, darkened, ill-defined areas on NIR surrounding the angiographically visible CNV showed high correlation with the late leakage zone on FFA. This area of reduced NIR may also overlap the CNV in cases of occult lesions. Increased contents of fluid or blood will absorb near-infrared light \[[@CR11]\]. In addition, leakage through fenestrated endothelia, as present in CNV membranes, will result in protein-rich fluid accumulation and for that reason, light-scattering will add to NIR decrease in the surrounding of an actively leaking CNV \[[@CR14]\].

The halo of reduced NIR by CNV-related fluid leakage may show areas of NIR near to normal in single cases, which may be related to various reasons. First, a reactive proliferation of the underlying RPE may lead to increased NIR, and may compete NIR attenuation by fluid. Second, irregular fluid accumulation may result in unequal distribution of light absorption and scattering within the retina, thus leading to irregularly shaped NIR reduction. Summation of several optical effects may occasionally complicate the detection of fluid-related halos on NIR.

In our series, the halo of reduced NIR was significantly larger than the leakage zone on FFA in occult CNV and even more in RAP lesions. This may be caused by several reasons. Occult membranes are located within the choriocapillary layer and RPE on OCT \[[@CR21]\]. Typically, the retina appears less thickened and flatter in occult CNV than in other types of neovascular AMD \[[@CR22]\], which points to only mild membrane activity and leakage in most cases. FFA is capable of reporting relatively high leakage activity within several minutes; however, it will probably miss slow fluid accumulation in the surrounding area. On the other hand, NIR may detect optical changes associated with increased fluid content and therefore, affected areas of chronic leakage may appear larger than on FFA, especially in slow-leaking occult lesions. In cases with RAP, reactive, sub-cellular changes within the Müller cells may occur \[[@CR23]\]. Such microscopic changes may increase scattering and light absorption within the inner retina prior to macroscopic thickening of the retina \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], and thus lead to darkened areas on NIR that may appear larger than the leakage zones detected on FFA.

The total reflection of light by the ocular fundus can be divided into a directional and a non-directional part, each of which contribute to the total fundus reflectance by roughly one half \[[@CR26]\]. Lessening of directional retinal light reflection possibly contributes to focal NIR decrease in neovascular AMD, as macular edema will confuse retinal symmetry, and therefore total retinal NIR may be even more decreased in such fundus regions. In addition, edematous changes within the retinal glial cells may add to reduced NIR by increase of intra-cellular light scatter \[[@CR24]\].

In accordance with previous studies, all classic parts of the CNV lesions were characterized by a dark core surrounded by a bright reflecting, ring-shaped halo in NIR \[[@CR14], [@CR27], [@CR28]\]. Histological analysis of excised neovascular membranes has revealed ultrastructural differences between classic and occult cases in AMD \[[@CR29]\]. In detail, classic lesions were fibrovascular complexes located predominantly anterior to the RPE, and appeared to be surrounded by fibrin and hyperplastic, melanin-consisting RPE. The blood-rich center of such a lesion will absorb near-infrared light and therefore, will appear darker. Fibrin and melanin, on the other hand, are considered potent reflectors in the near-infrared \[[@CR30]\], and may therefore be represented by the bright corona of the classic CNV lesions. We compared the color fundus photographs of the classic CNV cases to the corresponding NIR images, and we found only poor colocalization of dark pigmented lesion components with increased NIR (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This gives the impression that melanin may not contribute significantly to NIR in classic CNV. Therefore, we believe that fibrin, and not melanin, should be considered the most important reflector to cause the bright CNV halo of NIR images. Fig. 4Illustrated colocalization analysis of melanin and increased NIR in CNV. In a classic CNV case, regions with increased pigmentation on color fundus photograph (**a**) and areas of increased NIR (**c**) were segmented by thresholding and superimposed after image alignment (**b**). Total areas summed up to 0.44 mm², where 0.32 mm² related to melanin and 0.25 mm² to NIR increase. Both areas shared 0.14 mm², which resulted in a colocalization of 32%. Images were contrast-enhanced for better performance. Segmented layers (**b**): *green* = melanin, *red* = NIR increase, *yellow* = shared pixels of melanin and NIR increase

In contrast to classic CNV cases, occult CNVs appeared as poorly demarcated areas of scattered NIR increase. In histology, occult lesions turned out to be essentially located beneath the RPE, and fibrinous material was spread diffusely over the entire surfaces of the fibrovascular membranes \[[@CR29]\]. Assuming fibrin to be the major reflecting substance in NIR of neovascular AMD, the scattered pattern of increased NIR observed in the occult CNV cases here reflects the earlier reported ex vivo observations. In those cases where RPE detachment was present, only a slight, diffuse NIR elevation was observed at the borders of the RPE detachment (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A possible explanation may be that the RPE will be observed more obliquely at the borders of its detachment and therefore, any reflections from this area will sum up and increase the NIR signal. Fig. 5Dome-shaped RPE detachment on NIR and OCT. The RPE detachment is visible as a slight, diffuse NIR elevation with a dark center, corresponding to a dome-shaped elevation of the RPE on OCT. The tip of the RPE detachment shows increased NIR due to focal light reflection. The lesion is surrounded by a dark halo, corresponding to subretinal fluid on OCT. The *black line* indicates the location of the OCT scan

Cases of RAP showed speckled NIR increase at the intraretinal part of the lesion. Histology of such eyes revealed fibrinous material around the neovascular complex within the retina \[[@CR31]\]. As in other cases, this supports fibrin being a main contributor to increased NIR at or around neovascular AMD lesions. Because most RAP cases were associated with occult CNV, a precise localization of intraretinal NIR increase was impossible, due to jagged NIR enhancement of the sub-RPE part of the membrane.

Reduction of leakage due to bevacizumab treatment of neovascular AMD could be demonstrated by digital subtraction analysis of NIR performed before and after treatment. In detail, previously reduced NIR collocated with the leakage zone on FFA increased, and documented the therapeutic effect in a non-invasive way. Reduced fluid content and retinal thickening led to less absorption and scattering, thus allowing more infrared light to return to the camera. In contrast to FFA, NIR does not suffer from non-leakage staining, which may be a confounder in FFA interpretation after CNV treatment \[[@CR32]\]. Therefore, NIR appears to be a good candidate for the follow-up of neovascular AMD therapy.

Various limitations of the present study have to be addressed. First of all, the as yet incomplete understanding of CNV reflectivity in the near infrared limits the interpretation of our results. As in previous investigations, the interpretation of our NIR results relied on funduscopy and FFA \[[@CR15], [@CR27], [@CR30]\], but not on direct comparison with histology. Future studies have to address the topographically oriented spectral properties of NIR in neovascular AMD, in comparison to ex vivo histology and basic optical research on reflecting substances. Secondly, the optical properties of candidate reflectors such as fibrin and melanin were hitherto not compared directly. Misinterpretation of foci of increased NIR is therefore possible. However, this does not conflict with the goal of this study, to investigate whether NIR could help to detect leakage activity, and to distinguish between several types of neovascular AMD. Nevertheless , the usefulness of NIR for neovascular AMD evaluation in daily practice remains to be determined by sensitivity and specificity assessment.

In conclusion, NIR revealed characteristic optical changes of the fundus in neovascular AMD. By this, NIR made it possible to detect leakage from active CNVs. Furthermore, distinction between different types of neovascular AMD was possible, and good spatial correlation to FFA was given in cases with classic or minimal classic CNV. It appears likely that fibrin is the main contributor to NIR increase associated with neovascular AMD. A halo of reduced NIR around the CNV may result from light scattering and absorption within and beneath the retina due to fluid accumulation and structural tissue disorder. Masked and longitudinal studies should test NIR as an additional, non-invasive imaging technique for therapeutic studies of neovascular AMD, with the potential of refined phenotyping by imaging of sub- and intra-retinal changes.
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